You have now received some of our coloured oil.
The oil is ready for use, when you have shaken, AND stirred it well
Generel instuctions in use:
Here I have made some rough instructions for using the oil for furniture and floor. The oil can also be
applied in other ways, but these instructions you may use as an inspiration.
What is important, is to make sure when the oil is polished of, that it is done, so that the surface is dry. No
areas may stand wet after the polishing, as it will turn glossy. Remember to wipe of the oil within an hour,
and remember to place the used cloths in a bucket or a bag with water, so it won’t self ignite.
Treating a furniture:
If it is for furniture use, we normally do not sand between the layers, and surfaces that only is used slightly,
can be oiled just once.
Sand the furniture in grade 100 or 120, and apply the oil with the sponge, leave it for about 20 minutes.
Then wipe of the oil with a cloth (as T-shirt fabric). With a dry cloth, it now should be possible to “polish”
the surface to a desired expression. Leave the furniture in a well ventilated room with good daylight for
drying in 2-3 days.

Treating a floor:
To make the surface as resistant for stains etc. we recommend that the floor is treated twice with the oil,
which means:
1. The floor must be sanded with a grade 120
2. The floor can be moistened before start, to make the fibers more open – this improves the covering
and prepares the floor so it can obtain the oil
3. When the floor is dry again, the oil is applied onto the floor with a polishing machine
4. Leave the oil for about 20 minutes, and wipe of the oil
5. Polish the surface with a cotton cloth (as T-shirt fabric) until the desired surface is achieved. It is
important to make sure that all the oil is polished of within 60 minutes, so that the surface is “dry”.
6. Drying time – the floor dryes 36- 48 hours. Do not step on the floor in this period
7. The floor can now be extremely lightly sanded.
8. Apply the oil once more, and leave it for only 5 minutes this time before polishing it of.
9. The floor can be used lightly after 2-3 days of drying, and the hardening is complete after 10-14
days.

Have fun, and don’t hesitate to call me, if you have any questions.

Best Regards,

Thor Grabow

